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Name of the student: 

 

 
Write the answers of the following questions: 

 

 
1. How did he (Gulliver) get back to England? 

 

 
2. Who became Kong's real owner? 

 

 
3. Whom was Kong sold first? 

 

 

 
4. How did Kong lose her way in the forest? 

 

 

 

 
5. How did the little people take Gulliver to the King's city? 
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Name of the student: 

Fill in the blanks: 
 

 
(1) 

 

"The lamb" 
 

Little   , who made           

Dost  know  made thee? 

   thee life, and bid thee   

By the    and o'er the   ; 

Gave thee    of delight, 

Softest clothing,                           , bright;  

Gave thee  a tender   , 

Making all the vales rejoice?  

Little  , who made thee? 

Dost thou know who made thee? 

Name of the writer: William   



 

(2) 

 

"From a railway carriage" 

 

 
Faster than  ,faster than   , 

Bridges and houses, hedges and  ; 

And charging along like troops in a  , 
 

All through the  the horses and  ; 
 

  of the sights of the  and the   
 

  as thick as driving rain; 
 

And ever  again, in the wink of an  , 

Painted  whistle by. 

  is a child who clambers and   , 

All   himself and gathering  ; 

 

Name of the writer:   
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Name of the student: 

 

 
Write the answers of the following questions: 

 

 
1. How did the little people treat him? 

 

 

 
2. What do we get from the cocoa tree? 

 

 

 
3. Why is this story called 'The paper makers'? 

 

 

 
 
4. What good work did Livingstone do in Africa? 

 

 

 
 
5. When he grew up, what did he decide to do? 
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Name of the student: 

 

 
Make sentences with the following words: 

 

 
in vain = 

fortnight = 

Coin =  

hutch =  

trade = 

factory = 

studied = 

language = 

lantern = 

college = 
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Name of the student: 

 

 

Write the meaning of the following words: 

 

 
 

pod – 

sprite – 

terror – 

hutch – 

ordered – 

nectar – 

wages – 

attack – 

factory – 

insect –  
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Name of the student: 

 

 
Write the answers of the following questions: 

 
 

1. Where did kong live? 

 

 

2. How was Tom as an  owner? 

 

 

3. Who saved the black people? 

 

 

4. What did he (David) buy with his first wages? 

 

 

5. What did the little people give him to eat? 
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